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God’s Garden (Matthew 13, 24-30, 36-43)
Our world is like a garden,
That God has planted here,
A place of grace and beauty,
A place to God most dear.

Now look around this garden,
Where trees and flowers grow,
The soil is good and healthy,
And gentle breezes blow.

It happens in our gardens,
It happens in our lives,
Despite our bravest efforts,
The gross and evil thrives.

Remember it’s God’s garden,
Though weeds may choke the
But something mars the garden, flowers,
The weeds that spoil its grace, One day we’ll bloom in heaven,
They get no care or tending,
Its bliss and glory ours.
And yet they share the space.
Revd Barbara Pearson

Hold in your Hands
Hold in your hands the gifts of creation,
Gifts that come from God,
Fruit and the flowers, fishes and berries,
All gifts from God.
Hold in your hands the gifts of creation,
Gifts that come from God,
Coal and the timber, oil and water,
All gifts from God.
Hold in your hands the gifts of creation,
Gifts that come from God,
Treasure your skills, your talents, your heart’s love,
All gifts from God.

Offer the world the gifts of creation,
Gifts that come from God,
Offer the food, the power, the beauty,
All gifts from God.
Revd Barbara Pearson
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Come and Worship at St Mildred’s
Website: www.stmildredschurch.org.uk

October Sundays
Service every Sunday at 8am and 10am
including Communion in one kind
Please contact Graeme Monk if you would like to attend:
graememonk@fire-star.co.uk

Midweek Private Prayer
Consisting of prayer focus, candles, icon,
wooden cross and background music
by personal request to Graeme
You will be asked to use disinfectant gel on arrival
and to wear a face covering
Please watch for further details
as arrangements are subject to change

Enquiries about Baptisms, Weddings, Funerals,
Home Communions, Visits and the Burial of Ashes
in our Rose Garden, please contact the Parish Office
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Pastoral Letter

October 2020

Revd Roger Hagon shares his thoughts...
Dear Friends
Ministry Team
I am happy to tell you that a new Ministry Team has
just been created for St Mildred’s. We plan to meet
monthly (by phone, Zoom or actually in person – who knows?)
from this month to pray, to support each other and to provide a
steer for our church as we come out of Lockdown. We consist of:Revd Roger Hagon
Revd Marie King
Jane Ward
Steve Chapman

Vicar
Hon Assistant Priest (Retired)
Trainee SPA (Southwark Pastoral Auxiliary)
Trainee Reader

Harvest Festival
I am happy to tell you that we shall be celebrating Harvest on
Sunday 11 October at 10am in church. Please let Graeme Monk
know if you would like to come. This will be a short Family Service
and there will be an opportunity to donate tins of food to the Croydon
Foodbank. Our Choir will ensure that this is a joyful celebration!
St Mildred’s Online
I am happy to tell you that a group of us are meeting to look at new
ways in which we can reach out to those who can’t come to church for
whatever reason. During Lockdown people
Inside this issue:
have greatly appreciated the streaming of
services and we plan to do this for
Pastoral Letter
5
Remembrance Sunday. Online Church is
Choir Notes
6
becoming an important tool for the spreading of
Judith’s Ordination
7 the Gospel among our current generation.
Bishop of Croydon
8
Over these last six months, the Holy
Reflections
12 Spirit has clearly not been locked down!
Mothers’ Union
15 So, in many different ways and in many
different people, the witness to Christian
Photo Quiz
17
faith, hope and love continues unabated…
Pat’s Crossword
20
Roger
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Choir Notes
Over the last fortnight, it has finally been possible to put in plans
for the choir to return to singing safely at rehearsals and
services. This is a great step forward for us and we are all very
excited to be back!
The first to return was the Junior Choir, and it was incredibly
pleasing that we have started back with 10 juniors (huge thanks
to Nichola Mander who organised the Junior Choir Zoom
meeting every week during lockdown), and that they were able
to sing in church on 13 September. The adult choir returned to
choir practice on Friday 11 September and to services on
Sunday 20 September. It was tremendous to hear the choir
back in our amazing acoustic again.
The virtual choir has been great fun to do - it has been a
way of singing together and it has taken a lot of time and
dedication from the choir, not to mention the courage to sing on
their own and send in the videos! The latest (hopefully final)
virtual choir recording is Vivaldi’s Gloria - first movement only released as we returned to church. You can listen to it on
YouTube at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v-36_XyhX9E.
In a future issue I hope to write about the process of making
the virtual choir recordings, it really has been a lifeline during
this strange year.
Thoughts are now turning to later in the term - we are
working towards Harvest, Remembrance Sunday and of course
Christmas - it’s good to be back!
Richard Mander, Director of Music

On Frosty morns with the woods aflame, down, down
The golden spoils fall thick from the chestnut crown.
May Autumn in tranquil glory her riches spend,
With mellow apples her orchard-branches bend.
Robert Bridges
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New baby for chorister Emily!
Congratulations to Emily and Robin on
the birth of their beautiful daughter,
Daisy Elizabeth Kinnard, who arrived on
Sunday 2 August, weighing 8lb 10oz.
Everyone is doing well and settling into
life as a family of three.
Emily, Robin and Daisy would like to
thank everyone for their cards and
generous gifts. They are looking
forward to introducing Daisy to all their
friends at St Mildred’s soon.

Judith Brooks Ordination
As many of you know, I have been completing training over the
past three years for ordained ministry in the Church of England.
Under normal circumstances, I would have been ordained
Deacon at the end of June. However, all ordination services
were postponed at that time because of the pandemic.
Nevertheless, I was licensed to my new parish of St Matthew,
Redhill, and have been made very welcome there. I am
enjoying getting to know people and taking my first steps in
public ministry.
I’m pleased to let you know that as restrictions have been
lifted my Ordination service was able to go ahead and I was
ordained in Southwark Cathedral at 2pm on Saturday 19 September,
with four other Ordinands from the Croydon area.
Thank you for your support during my years of training and
discernment. Hopefully, we can celebrate properly in June 2021
when I am ordained Priest, but I guess that remains to be seen!
I do look forward to catching up with you either in person or
virtually in the coming months. With my love and thanks.
Judith Brooks, Assistant Curate
St Matthew’s Church, Redhill
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The Bishop of Croydon writes...
Repentance is something that has fallen well
out of favour with preachers for several decades
now. There is one very good reason – which is
that the preaching of repentance had far too
much in it of trying to persuade people that they
were sinners, and far, far too much about the
punishments God might have in mind. But repentance is not
about making people feel bad – most people feel bad enough
already; the question is what you do about it. And it’s definitely
not about punishment: the call to repent is about turning round
to embrace the goodness of God. The aim of repentance is not
misery, but change. Change is what we face, in our world and
in our church. Repentance is practical, costly change. It goes
to the very heart of who we are and bears fruit in lives that are
lived differently.
As we come towards the end of this phase of lockdown, the
question is particularly acute: this is a moment for decision. Is
the re-opening of churches for public worship to be a going
back, or a moving forward? After all the insecurity and
exhaustion of the last few months, nothing would be more
comforting than to settle back, as far as we may, into what we
were used to. There’s something genuine in that desire: we all
need a break, we all need some sense of security again. As
with all the most tempting temptations, it is very nearly the right
thing to do. But I believe it is a temptation, and it is not of God.
To settle back now would be to turn away from all that we have
seen and learnt, very painfully in the days of the pandemic.
God is calling us to go forward – in trust that ‘those who wait in
the Lord will renew their strength’, as Isaiah puts it, repenting of
those habits and ways which we did not until now realise were
blinding us to our calling as disciples of Jesus.
We must repent of the ways in which we – as a society, as a
church, and often as individuals – have demonstrated both
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conscious and unconscious bias against people of different
ethnic background, culture and language, in the church and
beyond. We must be much more searching in asking ourselves
about how our inherited expectations and systems place
different pressures on people – essentially the more you differ
from a white, male, middle-class university educated UK born
person like I am, the less easy you will find the church as a place
within which to live and minister. That is not how we reflect the
good news of Jesus, which forms a community in which all are
equally brothers and sisters of that Middle Eastern man, Jesus
Christ.
We must repent of our church-centredness. Why has it
taken the coronavirus to make churches realise that there are
huge numbers of people out there who want to engage with
prayer and worship – for the first time, or far more regularly than
usually – but can’t make it into church buildings at the time we
say they should be there? We have become so wedded to
gathering people together in one place, that we have been blind
to all the other means by which we could be communicating the
good news of Jesus and drawing others into discipleship. We
are at the beginning of a voyage of exploration: we don’t know
yet how or in what way we will be able to integrate the different
worlds in which many of us have now learnt to live. But God’s
call to us is to do so, not to shirk or refuse.
I am only too aware of the other accusation levelled at preachers
of repentance, that of self-righteousness. I know that I have
been complicit in the sins I have just spoken about. But there is
always hope. Repentance which has no joy in it is not Christian
repentance, but despair. Repentance is always about hope,
hope for the new future God promises, and for the strength of his
Spirit to walk into that future and discover in it more of the love
and power of God.
Jonathan Croydon
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Harvest Hymn
We come into God’s house today
To sing our songs of praise.
We bring our gifts of food and flowers,
And grateful hearts we raise.
We wonder at God’s generous love,
As these our gifts we bring.
With joy we come to praise God’s love,
Our songs of thanks we sing.
We sing the harvest of the fields,
The harvest of the seas,
The harvest of the mines and wells,
God’s goodness gives all these.
Our voices raise in songs of praise,
Our hearts with gladness swell,
May people who receive our gifts
Receive our love as well.
Revd Barbara Pearson

11th October at 10am
Bring cans of food for Croydon Foodbank
To come along please email
graememonk@fire-star.co.uk
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‘It’s your call – exploring ministry’
For some time, I’ve felt the call to explore the
possibility of going into ministry and this ‘call’
became even more apparent during the recent
months of ‘lockdown’ and, fortuitously, this coincided
with me being encouraged by Revd Roger Hagon to
attend the ‘It’s your call – exploring ministry’ event, in
July, organised by the Diocese of Southwark.
The event would ordinarily have been an
all-day event, held at Trinity House in London. However due to
Covid-19, it was now a half-day event, held on Zoom!
As part of the programme for the event, myself and the other
‘incumbents’ were invited to share our vocational journeys, and split
into breakout groups to share our sense of vocation and to explore
scriptural reflections, which we had been sent beforehand to read.
As part of the event, I appreciated the opportunity to hear the
vocational journeys of the other attendees. Although we had all
come to the Vocations Forum from very different paths, we were
now exploring a similar journey and it was nice to experience it
together and to share our experiences and thoughts on this.
However, as it was held virtually, unavoidably it meant that
there wasn’t the same opportunity for meeting with and conversing
with other attendees, which you would usually get if meeting ‘face
to face’.
I particularly enjoyed the ‘exercise’ and discussion on scriptural
reflections, as it involved reading scripture, some of which I wasn’t
entirely familiar with, but with pertinent questions on ‘calling’ in mind,
it led me to read them from a different perspective than I would
normally. For example, the story, of Jonah and his initial reluctance
to go to Nineveh, only for him to eventually respond to God’s call.
This drew comparisons with how God’s calling may not always
be so straightforward or ‘convenient’ but that nevertheless it’s
often hard to ignore (even if it doesn’t necessarily include
spending three days and nights in the belly of a giant whale!)
On the whole, I felt that the Vocations Forum was very well
organised and structured and would recommend it to anyone who
feels that God may be calling them to some form of authorized or
accredited ministry. This was the start of an interesting journey
for me and I’m excited to see where it will lead.
Alice Kawoya
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The Church is now open for Sunday Services
at 8am and 10am
and for midweek private prayer by prior arrangement
but the Centre will remain closed until further notice
If you, or anyone you know, needs help of any kind
or can offer help of any kind, please contact us
Tel: 020 8655 1434
Email: parishoffice@stmildredschurch.org.uk
Website: www.stmildredschurch.org.uk

Reflections
As I look out of my study window, I am struck yet again by the
very blueness of sky and the very greenness of the trees. All
such an integral part of creation, all such core features of our
daily waking, all continuing with their tasks within the world. I
wonder what tasks, activities, 'need to do's' rose in your mind
this morning?
The theme of the last Reflection in this series offers
thoughts on Endings and Beginnings - something which is also
core within creation and our own lives. As I pondered on this
theme, I realised that the edges of all endings and beginnings
often blend and meld into one another. Just as I cannot see the
ending of the sky, or the base of the trees' roots, likewise I
cannot see where an ending actually becomes a beginning.

Endings, Beginnings and the Spaces in between
Life is formed of Beginnings, and of Endings too! Of course,
there are all the spaces in between, but the Beginnings and
Endings are the bookends, the framework. We live these
beginnings and endings along life’s journey – you may well be
starting a list in your head right now….
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Waking in the morning, I am aware that the clouds are
rolling back across the sky, that the light is growing, and as it
does, creation is revealed once again. Trees, which in the dark
of night were strange, shadowy shapes are now
reaching branches to the sky as the light shimmers
on the leaves. Gardens, buildings, streets and
signposts, cars, people, the neighbourhood cats –
all become visible again as the day begins. As I
make a cup of tea, I find my mind beginning to run through the
schedule for the day. The beginning is already moving into the
spaces in between.
Let’s pause, and in this moment, be present to a sense of
beginning - for every moment can be a beginning. ‘We do not
own time – time moves in relation to God.’

Be still… be present…
welcome God into this moment, this beginning…
Beginnings… I have been present at two very significant
beginnings. The births of our two sons were the most wondrous
beginnings that I have known. I was of course a key player, but I
was fully aware of every moment, and even now, some 30 years
on I can recall those times. Amidst all, there was the wonder
and joy of seeing the new life which began in the hiddenness of
the womb nine long months ago, woven together, nurtured and
watched over by the Unseen Creator God, as the psalmist
reminds us in psalm 139.
Endings… Sitting with my Mum, as life gently ebbed away, and
the space in between flowed to an ending…An ending for her
frail body in this life, but a beginning for her soul in a new way,
just as Jesus promised in John 14.
‘In my Father’s house there are many rooms…I am going there to
prepare a place for you…I will come back and take you to be with me.’
An ending indeed becomes a beginning.
During recent months we have all experienced endings and
beginnings, often in previously unknown ways. The Lockdown
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brought an abrupt ending to daily life and all its ‘normal’ rhythms.
Within those weeks, though, beginnings emerged in many ways
– an upsurge in social awareness – caring for neighbour and
friend and reaching out to those whom we didn’t know – a real
appreciation of our NHS – a heightened awareness of the need
to work together – a learning of new skills – discovery that we
can ‘be church’ without the buildings! – and more…
There have been, and are, many endings also…many,
many have died. Many have lost jobs, career opportunities, and
mental and physical stability has been lost. Yet, in the spaces
in between there are glimmers of light, of hope. As we come
through this time, we are seeking a new norm, a new way of
being, of living in the spaces in between ending and beginning.
Jesus’ words in Matthew 28:20: ‘And surely I am with you, even
until time is no more,’ - are just as much for us, as they were for
those first disciples. Unseen, but ever present. God is in the
midst of all our Beginnings and Endings.
Jane Hoskins
SPA All Saints Warlingham

Thank you, Helen!
For the last eight years, Helen Medland has been leader of our
Sunday School. Ably assisted by our team of leaders and
helpers, she has ensured that our children have been growing
week by week in their Christian faith.

Always ready to assist when needed, Helen often helped after
the sessions too, allowing the children, leaders and their
families to come back for The Peace while she cleared up!
Helen has now decided to take a break, so I’d like to say
“Thank you” on behalf of the countless children she has known
and helped, and to commend the future of the Sunday School
to everyone’s good wishes and prayers.
Revd Roger Hagon
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Not all the Sights your boasted Gardens yield,
Are half so lovely as my Father's Field,
Where large Increase has bless'd the fruitful Plain,
And we with Joy behold the swelling Grain,
Whose heavy Ears towards the Earth reclin'd,
Wave, nod, and tremble in the whisking Wind.

Mary Leapor

Mothers’ Union
Thank You
Key Workers
Appeal
Since 1965, Mothers’ Union has run the “Away From It All’ (AFIA)
programme of experiences and holidays across Britain and
Ireland and has helped many families rebuild relationships that
have become strained, fractured or even been kept apart.
Most of us have had our lives turned upside down in a
matter of days due to the COVID-19 pandemic. We had to
come to terms with restrictions on everyday activities, such as
seeing family and going to Church and School. Many of us
also had to become technology gurus overnight and reinvented
our dining tables to be our new offices! It was an adjustment
for us all. But, while all this was happening, an army of
individuals were keeping us all going – from shop workers to
care workers, refuse collectors to bus drivers, nurses to
delivery drivers. Without them, our lockdown would have been
so much harder. They ensured we were as safe as possible,
often putting themselves at risk in the process.
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We now want to say a huge thank you for all they have
done, which is why we have used all our experience from AFIA
to launch our Thank You Key Workers Appeal in order to recognise
those who have continued to go above and beyond to help others.
While all the work our key workers have done has been a triumph of
compassion and care, it has meant a great deal of personal
sacrifice – including the very important quality family time.
We want to provide similar AFIA day experiences and short
breaks for key workers to help them rebuild family connections
and togetherness. We especially want to provide this for
families who have been kept apart or who are on low incomes,
so they will be prioritised.
The appeal officially launched on the 5 July and we have
been working hard to increase awareness of it outside the
Mothers’ Union movement, so that we can not only raise vital
funds but also raise the profile of the amazing work we do
through AFIA every year! You can find out more about the
appeal at www.mothersunion.org/thank-you-keyworker-appeal
and we invite you to share this link with anyone you think might
also like to say thank you to a key worker. You can also
nominate a key worker that you think really deserves an
opportunity such as this.
To apply or nominate please visit:
www.mothersunion.org/thank-you-keyworker-appeal
www.mothersunion.org

Oh the shouting Harvest-weeks!
Mother earth grown fat with sheaves
Thrifty gleaner finds who seeks;
Russet-golden pomp of leaves
Crowns the woods, to fall at length;
Bracing winds are felt to stir,
Ocean gathers up her strength,
Beasts renew their dwindled fur.
From Seasons by Christina Rossetti
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Photo Quiz
Here is a selection of close-ups of some familiar objects linked
to St Mildred’s - can you identify them? Answers over the page.
1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

5.
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Answers
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
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Harvest
I was lucky enough to go on holiday in August to a lovely village
called Clyro on the Welsh/English borders. This was where the
Reverend Francis Kilvert was a curate and wrote his diary of
rural Victorian life in the 1870s. I had the opportunity to re-read
his diary while I was staying in Clyro and to appreciate again his
wonderful descriptions of rural life.
Here is an extract in which he describes the preparations
for Harvest celebrations:
‘Thursday 15 September 1870
We were busy all day dressing the Church or preparing decorations.
Mrs Price and Miss Elcox had got a quantity of wild hops from
their fields and were arranging bright red apples for ornament.
Also they had boughs loaded with rosy apples and quantities of
bright yellow Siberian crabs. At the school the children were
busy leasing out corn from a loose heap on the floor, sitting
amongst the straw and tying up wheat, barley and oats in small
sheaves and bundles. Gipsy Lizzie was amongst them, up to
her beautiful eyes in corn and straw. The schoolmaster, the
boys and I gathering stringed ivy from the trees in the Castle
Clump. The Miss Baskervilles dressing the hoops for the seven
window sills with flowers and fruit. ….. The pillars were wreathed
and twined with wild hop vine falling in graceful careless festoons
and curling tendrils from wreath and capital. St Andrew crossed
sheaves of all sorts of corn were placed against the walls
between the windows, wheat, barley and oats with a spray of
hop vine drooping in a festoon across the sheaf butts and a
spray of red barberries between the sheaf heads. ….On either
side of the entrance to the altar hung a splendid cluster of
purple grapes… on the altar stood two sheaves of all corn with
a paten between them worked in scarlet flannel and bordered
with corn and HIS worked in wheat ears. …On the window sill
stood a larger sheaf of all corn in a moss field and upon the
moss lay all fruit, plums, apples, pears.’
Jane Ward
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Crossword
Have a go at Pat Howard’s fifth crossword - answers in
next month’s magazine!

Cryptic Clues
Across
2. Slang for old shilling
4. See 8D
5. Open door for royalty
7. & 18A. Beatles’ red acres
11. Patina shows green euro
12. Air one’s anger
13. Main principal
14. Underfoot
17. Queen’s parade
18. See 7A

Down
1. Celebrity birds in heather
2. Prepare a right web of chai
3. Ribeye leaves you mild cheese
6. Shake jam in container
7. Noted grid
8. & 4A. Carnivore guarding castle
9. Taken down from tongue scolding?
10. US greeting to 8D?
15. Topless bowl is a hoot
16. Sprite in Twelfth Night
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Quick Clues
Across
2. Builder with hair style
4. One who dines
5. Indian prince
7. Wimbledon fruit
11. Verdigris
12. Opening
13. Above the neck
14. Below the foot
17. Shopping centre
18. Agricultural lands

Down
1. A flock of songbirds
2. Make a cuppa
3. Soft French cheese
6. Jolt to the body
7. Avert or delay
8. Complain about meat
9. Vital indigestible vegetables
10. Guard at the Tower of London
15. Hooting night bird
16. Santa’s little helper

Here are the answers to the August / September crossword:
Across
Down
2.
4.
5.
7.
11.
12.
13.
14.
17.
18.

Top
Diner
Each
Biodegrade
Magic
Eats
More
Rung
Barn
Nature

1.
2.
3.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
15.
16.

Encounter
Tree
Pear
Cod
Brief
Game
Argument
Encore
Urn
Gun

Parish Post
The next edition of our church magazine will be the November
issue and the deadline for articles is Tuesday 6 October.
We are currently only able to produce a digital copy of the
magazine but we are aware that not everyone is online. If you
know of anyone who usually receives a paper copy and is
unable to access the digital version, please let us know via the
Parish Office.
Karen Rooney
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An introduction to Ignatian spirituality
Following Roger’s ‘interview’ with St Ignatius in June’s
magazine, you may be interested to find out more:The 16th century theologian Ignatius of Loyola offered a
spirituality for all - not an escape from the world but a radical,
loving encounter with God in all things.
Ignatian spirituality is rooted in the gospel and experienced in
daily life.

These evenings are led by Antonia Lynn, who is Warden of the
Community of Spiritual Directors at the London Centre for
Spiritual Direction. This is a session in two parts, with a week
between in which to practise exercises that Ignatius taught.
Monday 19 October
and Monday 26 October
7.30pm-9.30pm
Zoom
Free
To book your place for both dates and receive a password,
email: ministryandtraining@southwark.anglican.org.

Woodside Bereavement Service
‘Walking together through grief’
A support group for anyone who has been bereaved during the
Covid-19 Lockdown, and wants to explore their loss with
others, who have experienced the death of a loved one.
For your nearest venue, dates and times, please contact:
020 3256 2009 wbs@thelisteningear.org.uk
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Cryptic Quiz Answers
Here are the answers to the London underground station
quiz from the last Parish Post.
1. Do rabbits live in this thoroughfare?
WARREN STREET
2. You won’t find acrobats at this university OXFORD CIRCUS
3. Sounds like the bard was born here
STRATFORD
4. Mad dogs stop here
BARKING
5. Big gun road
CANNON STREET
6. A Peruvian bear
PADDINGTON
7. Nobleman captured EARLS COURT OR BARONS COURT
8. Limit of 1760 yards
MILE END
9. Red rose entrance
LANCASTER GATE
10. Mix the D and L of mustard pickle and put it in a big top
PICCADILLY CIRCUS
11. Trumpeting New York thoroughfare TOOTING BROADWAY
12. The second longest reign
VICTORIA
13. A television school
GRANGE HILL
14. Alpine dwelling
SWISS COTTAGE
15. Is there a guy in a tux sipping martini in this thoroughfare?
BOND STREET
16. Is it falling down?
LONDON BRIDGE
17. Heavenly messenger
ANGEL
18. A new car, perhaps
VAUXHALL
19. Beeping at Rebecca
TOOTING BEC
20. Maidstone, Sevenoaks, Tunbridge Wells? KENTISH TOWN
21. Siblings make up a netball team
SEVEN SISTERS
22. Madame Cholet resided here
WIMBLEDON OR
WIMBLEDON PARK
23. A doll is able to
BARBICAN
24. Sung by Gerry Rafferty
BAKER STREET
25. A tool used by this craftsperson
HAMMERSMITH
26. Metamorphic rock forms a curved structure MARBLE ARCH
27. Are these mendicants charred?
BLACKFRIARS
28. The noise of leaves moving has shape RUSSELL SQUARE
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29. Fuming, but at least my head’s covered HATTON CROSS
30. A bank’s logo propelled with oars
BLACKHORSE ROAD
31. The outside of a tree is not outside!
BARKINGSIDE
32. H2O from Ottawa
CANADA WATER
33. AM heavyweight with a new moon MORNINGTON CRESCENT
34. Almost a hole dug by a small animal
BOROUGH
35. Captures the stream
SNARESBROOK
36. Where calcium carbonate is cultivated
CHALK FARM
37. Where flock-watchers trade their muffs SHEPHERDS BUSH
MARKET
38. Bad news for Napoleon
WATERLOO
39. A male rabbit meets a coffin vehicle at the cash register
BUCKHURST HILL
40. Down this path you’ll find sports shoes but no tea! RAYNERS LANE
41. Patellas’ lair
NEASDEN
42. Precious metal for bird of prey in the street GOLDHAWK ROAD
43. Cockney hair at the top
HIGH BARNET
44. Has this tree succumbed to the heat?
BURNT OAK
45. Road for a vital organ and a natatorium LIVERPOOL STREET
46. Could this be a seamstress?
PINNER
47. Open space in Rotterdam
HOLLAND PARK
48. Prepare a gun ready for some beer
COCKFOSTERS
49. Coil imp around
PIMLICO
50. To greet a fence opening
HIGHGATE
51. Worship in part of your head
TEMPLE
52. Mercury May Taylor Deacon’s technique
QUEENSWAY
53. A disciple’s forest
ST JOHN’S WOOD
54. Custodial keeper of funds
BANK
55. Conceal 90 degrees of an open space HYDE PARK CORNER
56. An ecologically friendly river crossing
GREENFORD
57. Could be danger after the nunnery lost its bearing
COVENT GARDEN
58. A snake like fish in joint possession
EALING COMMON
Compiled by Sue Knowles

